Celebrating 20 Years of Incorporation

Herriman City Council

Herriman City’s 20th Anniversary is a time to reflect upon and honor our city’s unique history and the involved citizens who not only laid the foundation for incorporation, but established the city’s sense of community and culture. Ours is a story that was crafted almost entirely by the hands of your neighbors—natives of Herriman—who volunteered their time and were dedicated to protecting the history, unique landscape, and community feel that Herriman was built upon. 20 years ago, proactive community members, including Mayor J. Lynn Crane, Marion Millett, and current City Manager Brett Wood, succeeded in their petition to incorporate Herriman City. They went door to door gathering signatures, and in 1999, the City was incorporated.

With all the milestones that have taken place over the years, we have not forgotten where we came from. Many of the families native to this area recall a simpler time; a time without paved roads, retail centers, and local amenities. Farming was a way of life, with many residents working at the mines in addition to working their family farms. But as the years advanced, so did society, and it became apparent that in order to not befall the same demise of other small towns that had been swallowed up by the growth of large communities like Sandy and Draper, Herriman needed to change. A well-attended public hearing revealed that nearly all members of the community supported the drive for incorporation. Since then, Herriman has become the fastest growing city in Salt Lake County, and possibly the entire state of Utah.

And who wouldn’t want to live in Herriman? With over 20.3 square miles, it is home to a vast trail system, beautiful parks, and preserved open space. Recreational amenities are a cherished staple in this city. We have more than 102 licensed businesses, including 17 eating establishments, 18 medical offices, 8 recreational facilities, and several retail stores. These businesses generate sales tax, keeping other taxes down, and investing the dollars back into Herriman. In 20 years, we have built a reservoir, 32 city playgrounds, an extensive trail system, retail centers, an official City Hall, and even started our own police department—and we did it all without raising taxes. Together, we have built a City from the ground up, a phenomenal accomplishment. In spite of our limited but growing tax base and financial resources, we have a stabilized budget and all the tools needed to provide a strong level of service to our community.

20 years later, we celebrate that bold move to incorporate. That same drive continues as we look for ways to continue to improve, working hard to remain true to the values and vision of our City during times of growth and change.

Continued on page 4
Herriman’s first official section of the Bonneville Shoreline Trail is complete and is now open for business! This is a traversing trail that connects Painted Rock to the Diamondback Trail. Eventually, this trail will go all the way to the Yellow Fork Recreation Area. This is a non-motorized, multi-use trail for equestrian, hikers, trail runners, and mountain biking. Trail maps can be found at Herriman.org/community/trails.

A few trail etiquette tips:
- Please stay off muddy trails, especially horses and bikes. Bikes yield to all trail users, and all trail users yield to horses
- Do not modify the trails. Please stay on the trails to prevent shortcuts and erosion
Thank you!
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Recently Approved Ordinances

ORDINANCE 2019-09
An ordinance regulating, preventing, and banning the discharge of fireworks within certain areas of the City.

ORDINANCE 2019-10
An ordinance adopting the Community Reinvestment Project Area Plan for the Herriman North Community Reinvestment Project Area.

ORDINANCE 2019-11
An ordinance authorizing a zoning map amendment to rezone 7.42 acres from A-1 to C-2 at approximately 5200 West Herriman Boulevard.

ORDINANCE 2019-12
An ordinance authorizing a text change to the Land Development Code to amend the definition of retail tobacco specialty business.

ORDINANCE 2019-13
An ordinance vacating a portion of Main Street located at or near 4900 West 12600 South.

To view the ordinances in full detail, please visit https://www.herriman.org/public-notices/

Orange Barrels

During summer months, construction projects increase and so does road work zone accidents and fatalities. Here in Herriman, it is best practice to make road work zones safe for not only employees, but also vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

When approaching these areas, please pay close attention to your surroundings for obstacles that may be approaching. The most common accident in work zone areas is a rear end collision. This is mainly due to vehicles suddenly stopping or slowing. Many of these collisions not only impact the vehicles involved, but can easily enter the work zone where employees are working. These employees not only play a vital role in services that are provided to you residents every day, but they also play a vital role in the lives of their families and friends.

Please assist in providing a safe community by taking extra care when navigating these road work construction zones.

Eye on Crime: Card Skimming

Recently the Herriman area has had several incidents of fraud involving card skimming. Card skimming is the process of using a device to capture the magnetic strip data from a debit or credit card and typically a camera or a false keypad is used to obtain the victim's PIN as well. The criminal will take the data of the card and make a clone card so they can access the victim's bank account through an ATM. Typically, these operations have several people working together and victims can be from several different areas, making it difficult to determine where the cards are being skimmed.

Some clues to look for to help from becoming a victim of card skimming:

1. Use your eyes – At fuel pumps or ATMs where card skimming is prevalent, you should look if the card scanner or keyboard appear different than usual or odd in some way.
2. Use your fingers – Wiggle the ATM card reader. If it is loose, then you shouldn’t use it and report it to the bank or police. Also, if it is difficult to insert your card, this could be a red flag and you should look at the card reader more closely. Finally, cover up the PIN pad while entering your PIN in case there is a camera placed by a skimmer nearby.
3. When possible, use your credit card instead of a debit card.
4. Try not to use non-bank ATMs, such as at convenience stores and night clubs.
5. Check your credit and bank accounts frequently. This is easy with apps on our phones. Also set up fraud alerts on your accounts to alert you to any suspicious activity.
6. Use technology to your advantage – our smart phones are also digital wallets. You can pay at several retailers now with your phone and not worry about card skimmers. Also several credit cards now offer tap-and-go where you don’t have to insert or swipe your card.

Common sense is your greatest asset when it comes to not becoming a victim to these types of financial crimes. If something doesn't look or feel right, it probably isn’t. Take a minute and assess the situation and you may help prevent some heartache in the future.

If you are the victim of a financial crime, please contact:
Herriman Police Department – (801)840-4000 or Detective: Jason Myers: (801)871-3559 - jmyers@herrimanpd.org
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housing concerns. This anniversary provides us with the opportunity to reflect on that nostalgic past, as well as optimism in envisioning our future. We also realize that though things change, in several ways they stay the same. This is true of our sense of community, the culture we have developed, and the Herriman family we have grown. Building a community is a group effort, and we thank each of you for your part in the success of Herriman City.

To commemorate this milestone, the City has planned several exciting events as part of our Fort Herriman Towne Days. We hope that you enjoy all the fun activities including the Herriman Home Run Derby, the Yeti Hunt, Movie in the Park, the Carnival, and the Parade. It is a full week of entertaining events.

Here’s to celebrating our vibrant history and looking ahead to the next 20 years. Herriman is truly a city on the rise. You are Herriman…We are Herriman!

Youth Council

The Herriman City Youth Council’s (YC) members range from the ages of fourteen to eighteen, who help plan, organize, and run City events. The primary focus is to teach young people about local government and become more involved in the community through planning and service. Nearly 30 volunteers serve on the council, with even more joining next term as the application process has recently come to a close. The YC holds monthly meetings to discuss current events and plan for any upcoming projects. Lately, these meetings have been spent preparing for the City events. In addition to the monthly meetings, a YC representative serves on each City committee, such as Healthy Herriman, Trails Committee, etc.

Members recently adopted and participated in a highway cleanup. For several hours, trash was collected along MVC as well as the surrounding ditches and fields. Many garbage bags were filled with water/soda bottles, grocery bags, old signs, and other random items. Several more dates for cleanup have been scheduled to finish the job.

The Youth Council has also recently adopted a portion of the Community Garden. The youth have chosen to grow and donate the produce in order to give back more to the community.

D.A.R.E.

Congratulations to over 1,000 5th grade students who graduated from the D.A.R.E. program. Officer Jacob Cutchin from Herriman Police Department taught over 370 D.A.R.E. curriculum classes in six elementary schools. Students from Bastian, Blackridge, Butterfield Canyon, Herriman, Providence Hall, and Silvercrest elementary schools had a graduation ceremony where they were honored by HPD command staff, received a certificate, and heard from Miss Utah 2007, Heather Anderson.

Officer Jake anticipates the program growing to over 1,300 students and 400 classes.

Pedal Palooza

Pedal Palooza was held Saturday, May 11th at Butterfield Park. This event, coordinated by the Healthy Herriman Committee, is a chance to educate the community on bike and sports safety. Children brought their bikes, scooters, and roller blades to participate in this event. We had an amazing turn out and beautiful weather! Thanks to Intermountain Health Care and Herriman City, new helmets were given to 230 kids who were fitted by the Salt Lake County Health Department. Kids participated in the Herriman Police Department’s bike rodeo, Unified Fire Authority’s firefighter challenge while visits were made with the Herriman Yeti and Chick-fil-A Cow. A big thank you to businesses and sponsors that provided activities and donated prizes that included bikes, scooters, gift cards, passes, and more! A big thanks to Herriman Events, Herriman Youth Council and Healthy Herriman for putting the event on.

Thank you to Councilmember Sherrie Ohrn and City Manager, Brett Wood for their support, it was honor to have them at the event!
**The Riverton Senior Center Has Volunteer Opportunities For The Following:**

- **Ballroom Dance Instructor** (Weekly)
- **Craft Teacher** (Monthly) Use ideas on Pinterest
- **Antique Collecting as a Hobby** (Flexible) Appraisal Knowledge Helpful
- **Short Trip Driver** (Once a Month) Day Trips within Salt Lake County
- **Art / Painting Instructor** (Weekly) All Mediums
- **Metal Detecting – Leader to go on day trips and look for buried treasures** (Flexible)
- **Beginning Spanish Teacher** (Weekly)
- **Cooking For One Class** (Monthly) Quick, Simple and Easy Recipes!
- **Lunch Servers** (Daily) 11:45 to 12:30
- **Advisory Committee Members**
- **Ham Radio Fun** (Flexible)

To Apply or For More Information
Contact Sherry at 385-468-3043 or Email: scowdell@slco.org
12914 S Redwood Rd, Riverton UT

---

**Paying your Herriman City utility bill has never been easier.**

www.herriman.org/utility-billing-2/

---

**Slow the Flow**

- There are many things you can do to help conserve water and reduce your water bill:
  - **Adjust zones according to types of plants:** Different plants need different amounts of water. When possible, divide your yard into separate irrigation zones so the grass can be watered separately and more frequently than groundcovers, shrubs, and trees.
  - **Test for proper coverage and duration:** Put measuring cups in various places around your lawn and run the sprinklers for 15 minutes. This will give you an idea of how much water the grass is getting and help you see potential adjustments needed. You should have one to two inches—equally distributed.
  - **Water for shorter times:** The greatest waste of water comes from applying too much, too often—much of it runs off and is never absorbed. Instead of watering for one long continuous setting, try splitting the watering time into shorter periods and take 15-minute breaks in between each session. This will let the water soak in and help minimize runoff.
  - **Timing matters:** Water between 5 a.m. and 10 a.m.—when the sun is low, winds are calm and temperatures are cool. Watering in the middle of the day tends to be less efficient because water is lost to evaporation and windy conditions during the day. Watering in the evening isn’t as good because leaves remain wet longer, promoting fungus growth.

Watering in the morning will give the leaves a chance to dry out during the day and will ensure efficient use of water.

- **Adjust your system to the time of year and don’t water when it rains:** Adjust your irrigation system as the seasons and weather change. Smart controllers simplify this process. You can also install a shut-off device that automatically detects rain or moisture. These devices are inexpensive and let you take advantage of nature’s free watering service. Rebates are available to help offset the costs. For more information, go to https://utahwatersavers.com
- **Water only what grows:** Make sure your sprinkler heads are adjusted properly to avoid watering sidewalks and driveways. Remember, you pay for the water whether it goes on your lawn or down the storm drain. A properly adjusted sprinkler head should spray large droplets of water, not a fine mist, to minimize evaporation and wind drift.
- **Use drip where possible:** When it comes to watering individual trees, flowerbeds, potted containers, or other non-grassy areas, you can apply water directly to the roots with low volume drip irrigation. This will reduce water waste through evaporation and runoff and minimize weed growth.
- **Do routine inspections:** Check your sprinklers periodically to make sure they are working properly. A clogged head or a broken line can cause problems with your landscape and water bill. For more water saving tips, visit https://slowtheflow.org/
Monday, June 17
Herriman Live Talent Show
with Food Trucks (at Crane Park)

Tuesday, June 18
Dazzle Dogzz  Hypno Hick
with Food Trucks (at Crane Park)

Wednesday, June 19
Home Run Derby  Yeti Hunt

Thursday, June 20
Family Circus Night  Stilt Walkers  Hana Studio Fire/Acro Show
Free games/activities  Movie in the Park  Carnival Buddy Night

Friday, June 21
Local Heroes Night  Children’s Market  Touch-a-Truck
Earth Wings Bird Show  Inflatables  HPD K9 Demo
Military Obstacle Course  Foam Party  Carnival

Saturday, June 22
Yeti Run and Street Party  Booth Vendors  Parade
Wild Wonders Animals  Fireworks  Party Crashers
Stage Entertainment  Car Show  Carnival  Inflatables

DETAILS:
Herriman.org  @HerrimanCity

*Carnival* · Thur-Sat nights
Food Trucks · Mon-Tue, Thur-Sat

PARADE RODY GLOSSURES

For Saturday
Roads being used for the staging area may close periodically as needed. Along the parade route, closures will begin at 10:00 am and will be staggered.

FOOT HERRIMAN TOWNE DAYS
Parade 10am

HERRIMAN CITY
Planning OUR Future
If you are interested in learning more about cities and discussing ideas on how to build a better community, then join the new “Community Builders Book Club” sponsored by Herriman City and Salt Lake County Library Services.

Now reading:
• Happy City: Transforming Our Lives Through Urban Design by Charles Montgomery
• Email: mmaloy@herriman.org

Parade 10am

Fort Herriman Towne Days

Parade Road Closures

START

Staging Area

END

Butterfield Park Way

Herriman City Hall

Herriman Community Center

Emmeline Mirabella/6000 W

13200 S

13400 S Butterfield Park Way

Butterfield Park
**Tickets?**

Looking to reserve a pavilion or purchase tickets? Here are your easy steps to using the online CivicRec system:

1. Go to bit.ly/herrimanevents
2. Click on Account (top left corner) - log in or create an account
   a. Add your family members as additional account members
3. Select the item you are looking for:
   a. Click Park Rentals for park pavilions
   b. Click Activities and Tickets for ticket purchase and registrations
   c. Click on Other Options for other items
4. Select the pavilion or other item
5. Select who is registering
6. Proceed to checkout

---

**Herriman Harmonyx**

Come sing with the Herriman Harmonyx! We are a local 10-person a cappella singing group and are looking for members to join us. We are looking for singers as well as a beatboxer. If you would like audition information please contact Andrea Taylor. Call/text 801-815-7571 or email herrimanharmonyx@gmail.com. We look forward to singing with you!

---

**Looking for Singers?**

**Come sing with the Herriman Harmonyx!**

We are a local 10-person a cappella singing group and are looking for members to join us. We are looking for singers as well as a beatboxer. If you would like audition information please contact Andrea Taylor. Call/text 801-815-7571 or email herrimanharmonyx@gmail.com.

We look forward to singing with you!
Defending Against Wildfires

As summer begins, we are again reminded of the risk of wildfires in and around Herriman. Many have vivid memories of devastation from recent fires. This risk this year is no different, especially with extra vegetation growth from our wet spring season. Now is the time to ensure you and your property are prepared in the event of a wildfire.

Defensible Space—Creating a buffer between your home and the rest of your property is essential to improve your home’s chance of surviving a wildfire.

Help UFA reduce the risk of WILDFIRES this year

BE FIREWISE
Communities that participate in wildland fire preparedness are proven to reduce the risk and costs of wildland fire.
Partner with Unified Fire Authority to help reduce the risk of wildfires in your community.

PLEASE TRACK YOUR SERVICE HOURS

- Prepare your home and community for a wildfire. Keep a record of the type of service you complete.
- Scan this QR code using your smartphone camera, to open our Google Form Tracker: Unified Fire Authority In-Kind Tracking.
- Fill in all areas and submit your form. Thank you for supporting your local fire department to prevent wildfires.

Defensible Space—Creating a buffer between your home and the rest of your property is essential to improve your home’s chance of surviving a wildfire.

Zone 1: 30 feet from home, decks, other structures
- Remove all dead plants, grass, weeds, leaves, and pine needles from your yard, roof, and rain gutters
- Trim trees at least 10 feet away from your chimney and other trees
- Remove/relocate flammable materials, including vegetation, vehicles, furniture, and wood piles out of this zone
- Use fire-resistant landscape and construction materials
- Make sure your property has a clearly-visible address for first responders

Zone 2: 100 feet from home, decks, other structures
- Cut grass down to a maximum height of four inches
- Create horizontal and vertical spacing between grass, shrubs, and trees
- Remove fallen leaves, needles, twigs, and branches

Ember Zone
Residents within a mile of a large, wind-driven fire will likely see embers come close to their homes. Defensible space and home preparation apply throughout almost all areas of Herriman.

Know Your Risk
If you live within the urban interface zone (the areas in which homes blend in with natural landscape) your home is at an increased risk of wildfire. To assess your risk, visit: https://utahwildfirerisk.utah.gov/Map/Public/#whats-your-risk

Have a Plan
Develop, discuss, and practice a family emergency action plan, including for animals. Always evacuate if you feel unsafe to stay, even if you haven’t received an emergency notification.

Helpful Resources
FireWise.org • WildlandFireRSG.org • FireAdapted.org • UtahFireInfo.gov
Herriman City and the Herriman Police Department have made safe driving and the reduction of traffic accidents a top priority. Under the supervision of Sergeant Greg Shaver, the HPD Traffic Unit is responsible for all aspects of traffic enforcement, honor guard, major accident investigations, DUI enforcement, and motorcycle (motors) functions. There are eight officers assigned either full or part-time to these efforts. HPD uses many tools to help educate the community about changing dangerous driving behaviors and partners with Zero Fatalities, the Utah Highway Safety Office, Jordan School District, University Hospital, and many other stakeholders to assist with multiple educational outreach programs. One education tool currently being planned is another mock crash event for high school-aged drivers to help them understand the dangers of drowsy, distracted, aggressive, and impaired driving and not wearing a seat belt.

Residents have the ability to direct traffic enforcement by actively engaging with the Traffic Unit. You can visit the HPD website (www.herrimanpd.org) and submit traffic concerns using request form found under “Services”. These requests directly create workflow for traffic officers who will follow up with you to talk about your concerns.

Full-time traffic enforcer Officer Scott Finlayson has served for many years as a member of the SLCo Multi-Agency Highway Safety Task Force. His experience helped him to secure over $100,000 in grant funding from the Highway Safety Office to purchase equipment for speed measurement as well as alcohol detection and DUI enforcement.

Additionally, HPD recently purchased four Harley Davidson (HD) motorcycles for the Motor Unit to aide in enforcement. Motorcycle police patrol has been a valuable tool of law enforcement for over 100 years, and with good reason. Motorcycles are more agile and maneuverable in congested traffic, allowing officers to conduct enforcement and reach accident scenes more quickly. They are extremely valuable in conducting speed enforcement, particularly in school zones where a higher rate of auto-pedestrian accidents are seen. Motorcycles are able to more easily navigate through a crowded school zone to reach a violator or problem area without the limitations of a larger police vehicle. The Motor Unit also conducts dignitary and funeral escorts, honoring members of the military, public safety, and public service. The most important benefit of the Motor Unit is the connection to the community. Multiple studies have shown that citizens feel more comfortable approaching a motorcycle officer for assistance because they don’t feel the officer is “closed off” by an enclosed vehicle.

The HD Police Motorcycle is not only an American tradition, it is actually more cost-effective than other manufacturers. Parts and maintenance is less expensive; and the HD model also maintains its value better than other manufacturers. The louder exhaust increases safety for officers as drivers will be more apt to hear them prior to seeing them. HPD’s Motor Unit members, Sergeant Shaver, Officer Greg Sauter, Officer Mike Larsen, and Officer Steve Peterson, are excited to get out and interact with the community this summer. Be sure to give them a wave or high-fives! HPD also has some of the best DUI enforcement officers in the state. Officers Finlayson, Tanner, and Zobell work tirelessly to remove alcohol and drug-impaired drivers from the streets. These fine officers have successfully prosecuted hundreds of DUI cases and help train the rest of the department on interdiction and recognizing impairment.

Some of the worst cases the Traffic Unit deals with are serious and fatal car accidents. Though emotional and oftentimes tragic, HPD’s Major Accident Team is trained and equipped to properly investigate and prosecute the causes and behaviors that led to the crash. Forensics Investigator Lance Bess is a nationally-accredited Traffic Accident Reconstructionist, one of only a handful in Utah. He and his team have decades of experience investigating major crashes. As a partnership team with South Jordan PD, they are second-to-none in the State. The Herriman City GIS team provides drone-mounted cameras to assist in accident reconstruction, pioneering new technology to make investigations more comprehensive and efficient.

You can expect to see much more of the HPD Traffic Unit in the community as they conduct enforcement operations targeting pedestrian safety, red light violations, seat belt enforcement, distracted driving, as well as speed enforcement. Though you may not be happy to see them in your rear-view mirror, the hope is you understand that Herriman City and the HPD have never been about writing tickets for the sake of writing tickets. Tickets are given to understand that Herriman City and the HPD have never been about respondents have the ability to direct traffic enforcement by actively engaging with the Traffic Unit. You can visit the HPD website (www.herrimanpd.org) and submit traffic concerns using request form found under “Services”. These requests directly create workflow for traffic officers who will follow up with you to talk about your concerns.

Full-time traffic enforcer Officer Scott Finlayson has served for many years as a member of the SLCo Multi-Agency Highway Safety Task Force. His experience helped him to secure over $100,000 in grant funding from the Highway Safety Office to purchase equipment for speed measurement as well as alcohol detection and DUI enforcement.

Additionally, HPD recently purchased four Harley Davidson (HD) motorcycles for the Motor Unit to aide in enforcement. Motorcycle police patrol has been a valuable tool of law enforcement for over 100 years, and with good reason. Motorcycles are more agile and maneuverable in congested traffic, allowing officers to conduct enforcement and reach accident scenes more quickly. They are extremely valuable in conducting speed enforcement, particularly in school zones where a higher rate of auto-pedestrian accidents are seen. Motorcycles are able to more easily navigate through a crowded school zone to reach a violator or problem area without the limitations of a larger police vehicle. The Motor Unit also conducts dignitary and funeral escorts, honoring members of the military, public safety, and public service. The most important benefit of the Motor Unit is the connection to the community. Multiple studies have shown that citizens feel more comfortable approaching a motorcycle officer for assistance because they don’t feel the officer is “closed off” by an enclosed vehicle.

The HD Police Motorcycle is not only an American tradition, it is actually more cost-effective than other manufacturers. Parts and maintenance is less expensive; and the HD model also maintains its value better than other manufacturers. The louder exhaust increases safety for officers as drivers will be more apt to hear them prior to seeing them. HPD’s Motor Unit members, Sergeant Shaver, Officer Greg Sauter, Officer Mike Larsen, and Officer Steve Peterson, are excited to get out and interact with the community this summer. Be sure to give them a wave or high-fives! HPD also has some of the best DUI enforcement officers in the state. Officers Finlayson, Tanner, and Zobell work tirelessly to remove alcohol and drug-impaired drivers from the streets. These fine officers have successfully prosecuted hundreds of DUI cases and help train the rest of the department on interdiction and recognizing impairment.
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The HD Police Motorcycle is not only an American tradition, it is actually more cost-effective than other manufacturers. Parts and maintenance is less expensive; and the HD model also maintains its value better than other manufacturers. The louder exhaust increases safety for officers as drivers will be more apt to hear them prior to seeing them. HPD’s Motor Unit members, Sergeant Shaver, Officer Greg Sauter, Officer Mike Larsen, and Officer Steve Peterson, are excited to get out and interact with the community this summer. Be sure to give them a wave or high-fives! HPD also has some of the best DUI enforcement officers in the state. Officers Finlayson, Tanner, and Zobell work tirelessly to remove alcohol and drug-impaired drivers from the streets. These fine officers have successfully prosecuted hundreds of DUI cases and help train the rest of the department on interdiction and recognizing impairment.

Some of the worst cases the Traffic Unit deals with are serious and fatal car accidents. Though emotional and oftentimes tragic, HPD’s Major Accident Team is trained and equipped to properly investigate and prosecute the causes and behaviors that led to the crash. Forensics Investigator Lance Bess is a nationally-accredited Traffic Accident Reconstructionist, one of only a handful in Utah. He and his team have decades of experience investigating major crashes. As a partnership team with South Jordan PD, they are second-to-none in the State. The Herriman City GIS team provides drone-mounted cameras to assist in accident reconstruction, pioneering new technology to make investigations more comprehensive and efficient.

You can expect to see much more of the HPD Traffic Unit in the community as they conduct enforcement operations targeting pedestrian safety, red light violations, seat belt enforcement, distracted driving, as well as speed enforcement. Though you may not be happy to see them in your rear-view mirror, the hope is you understand that Herriman City and the HPD have never been about writing tickets for the sake of writing tickets. Tickets are given to understand that Herriman City and the HPD have never been about
Herriman City's 20th Anniversary is a time to reflect upon and honor our city's unique history and the involved citizens who not only laid the foundation for incorporation, but established the city's sense of community and culture. Ours is a story that was crafted almost entirely by the hands of your neighbors—natives of Herriman—who volunteered their time and were dedicated to protecting the history, unique landscape, and community feel that Herriman was built upon. 20 years ago, proactive leaders of Herriman and the City—natives of Herriman—who worked hard to bring a strong level of service to our community.

20 years later, we celebrate that bold move to incorporate. That same drive needed to provide a strong level of service to our community.

Hall, and even started our own police department—and we did it all without raising taxes. Together, we have built a City from the ground up, a phenomenal accomplishment. In spite of our limited but growing tax base, we have developed, and the Herriman family we have grown. Though things change, in several ways they stay the same. Optimism in envisioning our future. We also realize that housing concerns. This anniversary provides us with the opportunity to build a community and stay true to the values and vision of our City during times of growth and change.